Cold Sores
Why do we get cold sores?
Cold sores are small blisters that develop on the lips or around the mouth. They are caused by the herpes simplex virus. The strain of herpes simplex virus
usually responsible for cold sores is known as HSV-1. The herpes simplex virus – or “the cold sore virus”. After someone has contracted the virus, it remains
dormant (inactive) for most of the time. However, every so often the virus can be activated by certain triggers, resulting in an outbreak of cold sores. These
triggers vary from person to person but can include fatigue, an injury to the affected area, and, in women, their period.
Some people have frequently recurring cold sores (around two or three times a year), while others have one cold sore and never have another. Some people
never get cold sores at all because the virus never becomes active.

What causes a cold sore?
•

•

•

The “cold sore virus" is highly
contagious and can be easily passed
from person to person by close direct
contact
After someone has contracted the
virus, it remains dormant (inactive) for
most of the time unless triggered
These triggers vary from person to
person but can include fatigue, an
injury to the affected area, stress,
exposure to sunlight and, in women,
menstruation

How can Zzip help?
•
•
•
•

•

Zzip provides immediate pain and burn
relief
Forms a protective barrier over the cold
sore
Prevents the cold sore virus spreading
and/or the cold sore becoming infected
By protecting the cold sore from external
elements the body is able to heal the cold
sore quickly and effectively
Zzip can heal a cold sore in as little as 2
days

A revolutionary way to treat cold sores, in as little as
2 days!
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1.

Forms a protective layer over the cold sore

2.

Prevents the cold sore spreading and/or becoming infected

3.

Can treat the cold sore in as little as 2 days!

4.

Fast and effective solution

5.

Transparent application

6.

Clinically proven to work

7.

No side effects

8.

Class 1 Medical Device

